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Understanding Web Exceptions
Web Exceptions lets your company access and complete your exception work through a web browser. Typical
transactions presented in Web Exceptions are out-of-balance transactions, incomplete payment instructions, stop-file
hits, high-dollar confirmation, and missing field information. Multiple users can access transactions from the same
batch (a batch is a group of transactions). The batch remains in Web Exceptions until all of its items are processed,
rejected, or suspended.

User Log-in Page
Web Exceptions is a module within Lockbox Image Browser and does not require an additional log-in. However, each
user must be given permissions by their administrator to access this module.
Once the module is accessed, the Exceptions List page displays.

Working Exceptions

To work your exception items:
1. Select a group by selecting Key Items under Options.
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On the Key Items screen you’ll see three areas (or windows). They are:
A. The item image (which can be scrolled)
B. Field data entry
C. Batch and transaction options

2. Any fields that require data entry are found in the Field Data column in window B. Key the required
information in each field or check the Rej box to reject them.
3. When all fields have been entered, verify that the transaction is in balance in window C.
4. Click Submit in window C to submit the transaction.

5. The next transaction will display. Repeat steps two through four until all transactions are complete.
Note: When all transactions are completed, a message displays “There is no work available.”
6. Select Cancel to return to the Client Listing screen.
7. If additional work is available, then repeat the steps above to complete the items.
Note: Select Refresh to show the most up-to-date batches of items that need to be keyed in.
8. When you are finished entering the information, click Close.
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Processing Options and Screen Definitions
Menu Options
Menu options display only if they are configured for the user..

View Deposits
The View Deposits option allows the user to view Lockbox Deposits (as a view-only look at completed deposits).
Once View deposits is selected, a filter displays as shown below.

Select the desired Client Name and click Ok. The list of deposits displays.
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View Batches
The View Batches option allows the user to view a summary list of batches. A filter displays to let the user select
the type of batches to view Only one client at a time can be selected. This option can display all batches, not just
exception items.

In this example, the user has asked for all batches with a Batch Date of March 11, 2021.

Work Review
The Work Review option can be used to:
 Review any transaction that is currently in Web Exceptions.
 Select a specific item for processing, such as an item on Hold (status = HOLD) or high-dollar transaction
 Select a previously completed transaction for possible editing purposes
 Assign transactions to specific users for entry
A filter displays to let the user specify the type of work to review.
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After the filter is populated, select Apply Filter. The query results display at the bottom of the screen.

The user can click the Key link on any transaction to begin entry, as long as another user is not currently keying.
The Lck field indicates when a transaction is locked by another user.

The arrows and boxes on certain column headings allow the user to sort the data on the page either ascending or
descending. The sort takes effect when the user selects the refresh button. Multiple field boxes can be selected to
allow a primary, secondary, etc. sort. The sort logic is based on the order the boxes are selected.

Note: The Check Amt column can be used to sort. However, it calculates the transaction check total and sorts by
the calculated total. For example, if a transaction contains two checks, one for $1,000 and another for $5,000, then
the transaction will be sorted using a $6,000 value.
A link displays in the Notes column for any item that has comments; select the link to view the note.
The Status column indicates the transaction’s current status. Open, Rejected, Hold, Accepted (submitted/complete),
or Suspended.
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In the Work Review screen, items can be selected individually or in bulk to perform an action from the next image:

 Reject Options – Causes the selected transactions to be mass-rejected or –suspended. Select each
transaction to be rejected/suspended by checking the Select box for that item.

 Assign Options – Allows items to be assigned to users. Assigning work is optional. Select items to be
assigned to a specific user by checking the Select box for each transaction Then, select Assign Options
in order to assign all selected items to a user. A list of users will display for selection purposes.
 Set Open – This option is only available when the batch is still in Web Exceptions. After the last transaction
of a batch is completed, the entire batch is immediately moved out of Web Exceptions.
Stat Review
The Stat Review option allows daily user statistics to be run for Web Exceptions.
Note: Statistics are not reported until the batch leaves Web Exceptions. The date assigned to the statistics
records reflects the system date that the batch left Web Exceptions.
A filter displays to collect the criteria for the statistics to review:

The resulting statistic counts do not include any items with a hold status or any
completed items in a batch that includes HOLD items. Suspended items are
included in the Reject Count.
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Refresh and Close
The Refresh and Close buttons are located at both the top and bottom of the Home page.

Button label

Description

Refresh

Refresh the information on the home screen to include the most up-todate batches available to work.

Close

Close Web Exceptions when finished keying information.
Note: A timeout option is configured to log the user out after 10 minutes
of inactivity.
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Screen Definitions
Home Screen
On the home page, you’ll find the lockboxes that you can work with. These are highlighted in the image below.

The following information about each lockbox is included on the page:
Column label

Description

Client

Client’s name

Group

Document group’s name

Date

Work’s process date

Batches

The number of batches currently at the EXC job

Trans Locked

The number of transactions Locked or on HOLD by users

Trans Held

The number of transactions available for the user to decision, not
including those that are Locked or on HOLD, but including those that are
unassigned or assigned to the current user or to ALL users.

Items

The number of items with an EXC field defined, including locked, HOLD
and open items; but not Suspended, Submitted or Rejected items.

Key Items

Presents the user with an open transaction to decision

Batches

Allows the user to select a specific batch to decision
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Key Items Screen
There are three areas (or windows) on the Key Items screen:
A. The item image (which can be scrolled)
B. Field data entry
C. Batch and transaction options

Section B of the Key Items screen is the Field Data Entry Window.

The following information is displayed in this section:
Column label

Description

Rej

Marks the single item of the transaction as “Reject”

Seq

The Pass 1 Sequence Number assigned to the document.

Type

CHK (Check) or DOC (non-check; includes stubs, envelopes, correspondence)

Field Name

The name of the field from the Document Configuration

Field Data

The entry field. This is a basic, free-form entry box; however, Account Number fields
can be defined as drop-down selections rather than manual entry.
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Column label

Description
Image Options are available and display depending on the configuration and capture
hardware.





Front – displays front bi-tonal image
Rear – displays the rear bi-tonal image, if it exists
Gray – displays the front gray image, if it exists
Show Field – displays the exact location of the field in the displayed
document by placing a dotted line under the field that has the focus as
shown in the image below.



Insert - allows the insertion of a new stub into the transaction. If multiple
documents are available for insertion, the user is provided a list of
documents to choose from and the number of items to insert. The transition
size limit is 500 items.

Image Options

The documents will be inserted and require keying of information. Inserted
documents cannot be deleted. If too many documents were inserted, reject
the unwanted documents.

Provides the user with additional information about the field. Error messages can also be displayed in this
column. A check digit failure is shown below.

Field Information

Reject Reason

The reject reason is selected when the item is rejected.
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Section C of the Key Items Screen displays batch and transaction options.

The following information displays in this section.
Column label

Description

Date

Process date of the batch

Batch

Batch number assigned to the work batch

Batch ID

Batch ID assigned to the work batch (unique number that may be different from the
batch number)

Tran

Transaction number within the batch

Client

The entry field. This is a basic, free-form entry box; however, Account Number fields can be defined as dro
down selections rather than manual entry.

Group

Document group name to identify the type of work

There are several actions that can be taken for the current transaction.

These actions are defined as follows:
Action

Description

Submit

Selected after each entry is complete and in balance. This action will validate the
data entry fields, apply the changes to the database, and retrieve another
transaction for processing

Reject

Rejects an entire transaction

Hold

This is an optional button that may be displayed on your system. It delays
processing of a transaction. When a transaction is on hold, the user can continue
with the next transaction. Any information entered before the item was placed on
Hold will be saved. The Work Review option is used to recall the held transaction for
processing (refer to the Work Review section for information regarding this feature).
Unlike with Suspense, batches will remain at in Web Exceptions until the HOLD
transactions are processed.

Cancel

Select this button to check in the transaction without keying work. Any information
in fields that have been keyed will be lost.

Close

Close the transaction without having keyed any information.
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Out of Balance
If your system configuration requires amount entry, then a balancing section will automatically display on the
right side of the Batch and Transaction information window. As shown below, the balancing section will
display the current Check Total and Stub Total as well as the Difference.

If you submit a transaction that is out of balance, a dialog box will display prompting correction.
1. Click OK on the message dialog.
2. Verify that amounts are entered correctly
3. If the transaction is still out of balance, continue to process according to your business rules (reject
the transaction, force balance, insert a balancing stub, etc.).
4. Submit the transaction when complete.

Remote User Workstation Requirements
Recommended Specifications
Operating System

Server 2008 R2, Server 2012, Windows 7, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10

Software

Internet Explorer 11, Google Chrome v49+
Adobe Reader installation is required.
Note: Make sure this URL is added to your trusted sites:
https://pwdcmdpc-truist.lockbox.services.conduent.com/
Also, if using Internet Explorer, make sure Compatibility View Settings are
enabled under Internet Options.

If You Need Assistance
Treasury Resource Center
You can access the most current version of this guide and other lockbox
information by visiting the Receivables page of the Treasury Resource Center
(treasuryresources.truist.com).

Client Services Support
If you need assistance, contact Treasury Solutions Client Support at
treasuryclientservices@truist.com or
800-774-8179. Representatives are available from 8 am to 8 pm ET, Monday
through Friday on bank business days.
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